Treatment of chemotherapy-related peripheral neuropathy with traditional Chinese medicine from the perspective of blood-arthralgia Zheng
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ABSTRACT
Traditional Chinese medicine classifies peripheral nerve impairment as paralysis and arthromyodynia, and considers that it is the result of defects of meridians and vessels, Qi and blood, bones and muscles. Huangqi (Astragalus) Guizhi (Cassia Twig) Wuwu Tang, as a Qi invigorating formula, is usually used to improve peripheral nerve impairment. In recent years, some scholars have conducted research into Chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy (CIPN) treatment with Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang and certain values of this treatment approach have been identified. CIPN is a type of blood-arthralgia Zheng in traditional Chinese medicine theory. In this review, we will discuss the treatment of CIPN with Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang according to blood-arthralgia Zheng.
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INTRODUCTION
Chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy (CIPN) is a common chemotherapy-related toxic and adverse effect, often found in oxaliplatin and paclitaxel, presenting sensory disturbances of the lower extremities, or the accompanied paresthesia, with or without algospasm, which is often stimulated and exacerbated under cold stimulus (Cersosimo, 2005; Chaplan et al., 1994). Some patients tolerate the treatment due to the intolerant pain and numbness. Although the peripheral neurotoxicity of antineoplastic agents is not dose-limiting, its onset may severely affect the quality of life of cancer patients and cause chronic discomfort. Among the anticancer chemotherapy drugs, platinum derivates, antitubulins, thalidomide and bortezomib can induce the most severe effects on the peripheral nervous system of the treated patients (Argyriou et al., 2012). So far, preventive treatment and symptomatic treatment have not shown the exact curative effects. However, the treatment of CIPN with traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) presents satisfactory effects. In recent years, many Chinese scholars have studied this perspective for CIPN treatment. In this paper, these views/findings are summarized.

Clinical symptoms and pathogenesis of blood-arthralgia
The term “Xuebi” (blood-arthralgia) first appeared in the “Nei Jing” (Internal Canon of Medicine). “Pathogenic factors enter the Yin, leading to Xuebi.” (Miraculous Pivot, Nine Classical Needles). This, for the first time, points out the pathogenesis of Xuebi, yet fails to elaborate its clinical symptoms and pathogenesis. Later, Zhang Zhongjing systematically discussed Xuebi, and proposed the treatment prescription for the first time. Clinically, patients with Xuebi show that “the pulse is slightly tight at the Cunkou and Guanshang acupuncture points, a deficiency of Yin and Yang, and the pulse is slightly tight at Chizhong. The body is numb, like wandering arthritis.” This indicates that the major symptom of Xuebi is “the body is numb”. According to Volume Six of “Yilin Shengmo”, “the numb body indicates the numbness of skin or lack of feeling of the body, just like the moment after the release from being tied by ropes”. According to “General Treatise on the Cause and Symptoms of Diseases”, “The numbness symptom is just like separated feelings from clothes, and the pulse at Cunkou is stable but the skin is numb.” These verify that the clinical symptoms of Xuebi are the numbness of skin and limbs from feelings and temperatures. For its pathogenesis, Zhong Jing pointed out that “the rich are weak in bones and nurtured at skin, and winds lead to the disease due to their heavy perspiration”. For patients who do not have a severe disease of Xuebi, acupuncture can be used to introduce Yang Qi in the body, and the patients can recover when the pulse is stable and tight. For those who have severe Xuebi, Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang should be used to nurture the body and Qi (Synopsis of Golden Chamber). Later, Chao Yuanfang and Tang Rongchuan also described Xuebi in their works with similar views on its pathogenesis and treatment.

Thus, it can be inferred that the pathogenesis of blood-arthralgia can be attributed to two aspects: blood arthralgia, a disease which results in the deficiencies of Qi and blood, and the blocking of “Yang” and blood stasis due to exopathic wind. The treatment should integrate the use of needles and medicine so as to help the smooth circulation of Yang Qi in the veins. In this way, the blood supply tends to be stable and the veins will be enhanced.

Clinical symptoms of CIPN and TCM understanding
CIPN is the most prevalent neurological complication of cancer treatment, affecting a third of all patients who undergo chemotherapy. CIPN impairs functional capacities, compromises the quality of life and results in dose reduction or cessation of chemotherapy, representing a dose-limiting side effect of many antineoplastic drugs (Velasco and Bruna, 2010).
CIPN can mainly be divided into two types: an acute, mainly cold-triggered neuropathy, occurred within hours or days after the administration of medicine, or a chronic sensory neuropathy delayed after weeks or months (multi-cycle medication) (Beijers et al., 2012). The clinical symptoms include the paresthesia or numbness of lower extremities, or atactic and motor disorders of the fine sensory. Oxaliplatin-induced CIPN also presents a remarkable feature as the enhanced numbness of distal limb at cold stimulus, which will be relieved under heating conditions (Hartmann and Lipp, 2003). Approximately 40% of the patients can recover in 6 to 8 months, but the majority of the patients will suffer for several years (Grothey et al., 2011).

According to the theory of TCM, the tumor is related with the deficiencies of Yang and Qi in the human body. As stated in “Nei Jing”, “pathogenic factors gather in a body, resulting in the deficiency of Qi”. Meanwhile, the toxicity of chemotherapy drugs further harms the organism, leading to the deficiency of Qi and insufficient circulation of blood. Thus, the dystrophy of limbs happens, presenting symptoms such as the numbness at the end of fingers and toes as well as hypoesthesia. CIPN is a type of qi deficiency to the blood stasis of blood-arthralgia in traditional Chinese medicine, and the pathogenesis can be attributed to the deficiencies of Qi and blood, dysstrophy and health disorders, tendon dystrophy and collateral stasis. Its treatment should include tonifying Qi and nourishing blood, reconciling nutrition and health as well as promoting blood circulation and removing obstructions in channels.

Clinical research into cinn treatment with HuangQi (Astragalus) Guizhi (Cassia Twig) Wuwu Tang

Traditional Chinese medicine classifies peripheral nerve impairment as paralysis and atactic symptoms and considers that it is the result of defects of the meridians and vessels, Qi and blood, bones and muscles. The Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu decoction, as a Qi invigorating formula, is usually used to improve peripheral nerve impairment (Wei et al., 2008). Some scholars have conducted research into CIPN treatment with Huangqi (Astragalus) Guizhi (Cassia Twig) Wuwu Tang and certain values of this treatment approach have been identified. Zhou et al. (2007) observed that Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang presents a satisfying therapeutic effect on oxaliplatin-induced peripheral neurotoxicity and can better improve its clinical symptoms. The total efficiency rate of clinical TCM syndromes is 92.86%, and the difference is statistically significant compared with the simple chemotherapy group and the Methylcobalamin group respectively (< 0.05). According to EMG testing, it is found that Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang can relieve the decreased conduction speed of shallow nerves led by chemotherapy drugs (p < 0.05). McKeage et al. (2001) evaluated the efficacy of the Jiawei Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Decoction (JHGWD) in treating neuro-sensory toxicity induced by oxaliplatin, they found that JHGWD could prevent and reduce the occurrence and intensity of acute neurotoxicity and neuro-sensory toxicity caused by oxaliplatin. Li et al. (2006) applied Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang to prevent the oxaliplatin-induced peripheral neurotoxicity. After four cycles of treatment, the statistical analysis indicated that the group with Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang presented remarkable effects (p < 0.05). With the base of Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang, it was added with earthworm, papaya, parsley, Millettia, and other medicines which help promote blood circulation and remove obstructions in channels. This approach also presented promising efficacy. The incidence of neurotoxicity in the treatment group has been significantly reduced and the degree of disease has been remarkably relieved. In addition, some scholars applied Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang with the fumigation method to significantly reduce the peripheral neurotoxicity after oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy (Cheng et al., 2004).

The mechanism and target of Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang in the intervention of CIPN

Currently, the occurrence mechanism of CIPN has not been clarified by all studies. Many studies indicate that dorsal root ganglion (DRG) nucleolus is the target of chronic neurotoxicity of platinum-based drugs (Wilson et al., 2005). Oxaliplatin significantly reduced the dorsal root ganglion nucleolus diameter occurring after single doses of oxaliplatin at dose and time potins (Jamieson et al., 2003). Alterations in dorsal root ganglion nucleolus appear to be linked with the neurotoxicity of platinum-based drugs. There are studies showing that the neurotoxicity of platinum-based drugs correlates with the rate of DRG nucleolus shrinkage during multiple-dose drug treatment (McKeage et al., 2001). Several groups have reported that the shrinkage of DRG nucleolus is associated with cisplatin (Stacchiotti et al., 1995), carboplatin (Cavaletti et al., 1998), and ormaplatin (Holmes et al., 1998). The change in the nucleolus size may come about by the inhibition of rRNA synthesis, which is a known effect of platinum-based drugs (Jordan and Carmo-Fonseca, 1998).

The intervention mechanism of traditional Chinese medicine study on CIPN is not classified deeply. In our previous study, oxaliplatin was used to build a CIPN model, and the behavioral characteristics were consistent with blood-arthralgia performance (Jamieson et al., 2003; Takeshita et al., 2011). After the treatment with Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang, its mechanical pain hypersensitivity can be effectively relieved, presenting an obviously decreased paw withdrawal mechanical threshold value compared with base values and the blank group. This indicates that Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang effectively relieves the numbness of limbs. Cheng (Cheng et al., 2004) and others established their models with oxaliplatin to observe the impact of Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang on the conduction speeds of mouse sciatic nerves with peripheral neurotoxicity, finding that after 72 h of the modeling, the group with Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang treatment presented faster conduction speeds and shorter incubation periods, showing significant differences (p < 0.05). This indicated that before the treatment with oxaliplatin, the treatment with Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang can improve the conduction speed of the sciatic nerve, while shortening the lasting period of pathological changes. The complex prescription of Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang promotes the in vitro survival and neurite outgrowth of DRG neurons, while enhancing their activities. Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang can improve the neurotrophy and is considered to be relevant with the inhibition of the programmed death of spinal motor neurons (Tong and Hou, 2006).

CONCLUSION

The CIPN incidence mechanism has not been clarified yet. Recent studies present that the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) is a target of chronic neurotoxicity of platinum agents. As suggested by Jamieson and colleagues, one possibility is that oxaliplatin induces a decrease in phosphorylated neurofilaments in DRG neurons with a concomitant alteration in sensory axons (Jamieson et al., 2009). The mechanism of oxaliplatin-induced delayed neurotoxicity may be attributed to the participation of oxaliplatin in inhibiting the nucleolar ribosome RNA synthesis of sensory neuron bodies so that the morphology of the sensory neuron organoid becomes abnormal (Scuteri et al., 2009); chemotherapy drugs reduce the
circulating levels of nerve growth factor in peripheral tissues, resulting in the solid contraction of the DRG neurons nucleolus and neuron protein synthesis is hindered (Cavaletti et al., 2002). Therefore, the structure and function of peripheral nerves are damaged.

In a word, no effective drug prevention and treatment with Western medicine for CIPN has been presented. According to TCM, as the clinical symptoms of blood-arthralgia shall be considered, the treatment effects of Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang have been discovered in clinical practices and preliminary experiments but its mechanism of molecular biology requires further studies for clarification. As for the clinical research, the quality control and experimental design of Huangqi Guizhi Wuwu Tang also needs more stringent standards.
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